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Description

FIELD

[0001] The embodiments discussed herein are related
to an information processing device with a memory dump
function, a memory dump method, and a recording me-
dium which stores a memory dump program.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Recently, a UNIX (registered trademark) server
and an IA server have been introduced to a core system,
and the high availability of the UNIX (registered trade-
mark) server and the IA server is emphasized. Generally,
when there occurs a fatal error in a system, the system
is stopped in an emergency, and the memory dump is
stored on the disc for search of the cause of the error.
[0003] While stopping the system, the system is not
used. Therefore, it is very important to quickly restart the
system.
[0004] However, in recent years, a server implemented
with memory of a capacity in the terabyte (TB) order has
been introduced. In such a system, it takes a long time
to extract a memory dump, and a system is not quickly
restarted.
[0005] There are also a method of storing memory con-
tents at an emergency stop on another memory unit with-
out storing a memory dump on a disc, and a method of
storing a part of memory and converting the memory con-
tents not stored after a restart into a dump file.
[0006] However, in the conventional methods, a mem-
ory dump at the occurrence of an abnormal condition is
stored on another memory unit or disc. Therefore, if a
large size of memory dump is to be stored, it takes a long
time to copy the memory, thereby disabling the system
to be quickly restarted.
[0007] When an operating system detects a fatal error
and the system is stopped in an emergency, the operating
system which has detected an abnormal condition ex-
tracts a dump. Therefore, the abnormal condition is de-
tected again while dumping memory, thereby causing a
secondary damage such as an occurrence of a hang-up
etc.

[Patent Document]

[0008]

[Patent Document 1] Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 11-212836
[Patent Document 2] Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2001-229053 ,
[Patent Document 3] Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2006-72931
[Patent Document 4] Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2005-122334

[0009] Document US 2010/162052 A1 describes a vir-
tual machine control system including a dump target set-
ting module that sets a flag the represents that a memory
every year is a dump target to each memory area that
has been used by a guest OS, a dumping module that
dumps to a file the memory area to which the dump target
setting module sets the flag, and that removes the flag
from the memory area about which dumping is complet-
ed, and a virtual machine control module that controls
implementation of the guest OS, which operates on the
virtual machine, and stops the implementation of the
guest OS until the dumping module removes the flag from
the memory area when the guest OS tries to access the
memory area to which the dump target setting module
sets the flag. In particular, a region used by a guest OS
is to be dumped and in other words to store a memory
region used by an OS when the OS is shut down simply
the use of a normal function of the hypervisor that man-
ages the memory region.
[0010] The anonymously disclosed document "improv-
ing operating system crash dump performance the virtual
machine", research disclosure, Mason publications,
Hampshire, GB, vol. 519, no. 77, July 1, 2007, page 765,
describes a method for improving the performance of op-
erating system (OS) crash dumps in a virtualized com-
puting environment. The method involves copying OS
kernel memory to a shared virtual memory region
[0011] Document EP 2 453 359 A1 describes a server
having memory dump function and a method for acquir-
ing memory dump, wherein in a server including a plu-
rality of system boards, the server is stopped when a fatal
error is detected, and a system boards that has a memory
used by a kernel is detached. Then, the server is rebooted
using system boards other than the detached system
boards among the plurality of system boards. Detached
system boards is attached after the reboot, and a data
in an area used by the kernel before the reboot in the
memory of the attached system board is read out, and
the data in the area is generated as a dump file.

SUMMARY

[0012] It is an object in one aspect of the invention to
quickly resume a task and extract a memory dump for
search for a cause when an abnormal condition which
requires a restart is detected.
[0013] The present invention solves the above prob-
lem according to an information processing device ac-
cording to claim 1, a memory dump method according to
claim 13, and a non-transitory computer readable record-
ing medium according to claim 14.
[0014] According to an aspect of the invention, an in-
formation processing device includes: a memory; a
processing unit which operates a virtual machine, an op-
erating system which is executed on the virtual machine,
and a hypervisor which controls the virtual machine by
executing a program stored on the memory; and a control
unit which controls a system including the memory and
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the processing unit.
[0015] When detecting an error of the hypervisor, the
processing unit stops the operating system, and notifies
the control unit of a first memory area used by the hyper-
visor.
[0016] Then, the processing unit stops the hypervisor,
changes a memory area used by the hypervisor into a
second memory area different from the first memory area
notified by the control unit, and starts the hypervisor using
the second memory area as an available area.
[0017] Furthermore, the processing unit starts the op-
erating system, resumes the application program which
is operated on the operating system, reads data in the
first memory area, and writes the data to a file as a dump
file of the hypervisor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a hardware configuration of a server ac-
cording to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 illustrates the correspondence between a
server and a function according to an embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the function of the phys-
ical partition according to an embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a configuration of the firmware according
to an embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a configuration of the hypervisor according
to an embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a configuration of the OS according to an
embodiment;
FIG. 7A is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 7B is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 7C is a flowchart of a variation example of the
memory dump generating process according to the
first embodiment;
FIG. 8 is an example of HV dump target area infor-
mation;
FIG. 9A is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the second embodiment;
FIG. 9B is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the second embodiment;
FIG. 9C is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the second embodiment;
FIG. 10 is an example of kernel dump target area
information;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of the memory dump generat-
ing process of a kernel in a dump domain;
FIG. 12 illustrates dumping memory in a dump do-
main;
FIG. 13 illustrates PA-RA mapping information in
dumping memory in a dump domain;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of the memory dump generat-
ing process of the kernel using a memory dynamic
reconfiguration function;

FIG. 15 illustrates dumping memory using a memory
dynamically reconfiguration function;
FIG. 16 illustrates PA-RA mapping information in
dumping memory using a memory dynamic recon-
figuration function;
FIG. 17 is a flowchart of the memory dump generat-
ing process according to the third embodiment;
FIG. 18A is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the fourth embodiment;
FIG. 18B is a flowchart of the memory dump gener-
ating process according to the fourth embodiment;
and
FIG. 19 is a flowchart of the memory dump generat-
ing process of the hypervisor which is being operat-
ed.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0019] The embodiments of the present invention are
described below with reference to the attached drawings.
[0020] The configuration of the hardware of the server
according to an embodiment.
[0021] A server (information processing device) 10 in-
cludes a system board 11-i (i = 1 ∼ 3), a service processor
(SP) 21, a disc unit 31, and a communication interface 41.
[0022] The system board 11-i, the service processor
21, the disc unit ’31, and the communication interface 41
are connected through a bus 51.
[0023] The system board 11-i includes a CPU 12-i-k
(k = 1, 2), a non-volatile memory unit 14-i, and memory
13-i-k.
[0024] The service processor 21 is a device which con-
trols the server 10, a physical partition in the server 10,
etc. The service processor 21 includes a CPU 22 and
memory 23. The service processor 21 is an example of
a control unit.
[0025] The CPU 22 performs various processes such
as the control of the server 10, the physical partition in
the server 10, etc.
[0026] The memory 23 temporarily stores the data
used by the service processor 21. The memory 23 is, for
example, RAM.
[0027] The disc unit 31 includes an Hard Disk Drive
(HDD) 32-i (i = 1 ∼ 3).
[0028] An HDD 32 stores the data used by a server
101. The HDD 32 is an example of a storage device.
[0029] The communication interface 41 is an interface
which communicates with a device connected to the serv-
er 10.
[0030] FIG. 2 is an example of the correspondence be-
tween a server and a function according to the present
embodiment.
[0031] The server 10 is operated by being divided into
two physical partitions 61-k (k = 1, 2). In the specification,
the physical partitions 61-1 and 61-2 may be expressed
as a physical partition #0 and a physical partition #1 re-
spectively.
[0032] The physical partitions #0 and #1 are controlled
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by the service processor 21. The CPU included in the
physical partitions #0 and #1 is an example of a process-
ing unit.
[0033] The physical partition #0 configured by the sys-
tem boards 11-1 and 11-2 is further divided into four log-
ical domains #0 through #3 in the physical partition #0,
and an independent operating system (OS) executed in
each of the logical domains #0 through #3. In addition,
the hypervisor (HV) #0 controls the correspondence be-
tween the physical resources in the physical partition #0
and each of the logical domains #0 through #3.
[0034] In the physical partition #1 configured by the
system board 11-3, the operating system (OS) is execut-
ed in the logical domain #4. Furthermore, the hypervisor
#1 controls the correspondence between the physical
resources and the logical domain #4 in the physical par-
tition #1.
[0035] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the function of the
physical partition according to an embodiment.
[0036] The physical partition 61-1 includes a logical
domain 201-m (m = 1 ∼ 4), firmware (FM) 311, and a
hypervisor (HV) 351.
[0037] The physical partition 61-1 in FIG. 3 corre-
sponds to the physical partition 61-1 in FIG. 2.
[0038] The logical domain 201-1 through 201-4 re-
spectively correspond to the logical domains #0 through
#3 in FIG. 2.
[0039] In the specification, the logical domain 201-1
may be expressed as a control domain #0.
[0040] In the specification, the logical domain 201-4
may be expressed as a dump extraction dedicated do-
main #3 or a dump domain 201-4.
[0041] In the descriptions below, a logical domain re-
fers to a virtual machine unless otherwise specified.
[0042] The logical domain 201-m includes a CPU 202-
m-k (k = 1, 2), memory 203-m, and a disk 204-m. In the
descriptions below, a CPU 202, memory 203, and a disc
204 are respectively a virtual CPU, virtual memory, and
a virtual disk.
[0043] The CPU 202-m-k performs each process.
[0044] The memory 203-m stores various programs
and data read from the disk 204-m.
[0045] The firmware 311 controls the entire server 10
(physical partitions 61-1 and 61-2), and performs, for ex-
ample, the initialization of hardware, the diagnostic of
memory, the monitoring of temperature, etc. The
firmware 311 includes the power on self test (POST) de-
veloped on the service processor 21 in FIG. 1 and the
non-volatile memory units 14-1 and 14-2 of the system
boards 11-1 and 11-2. The power on self test (POST) is
a program which conducts a diagnosis on and initializes
hardware resources at the start of the system.
[0046] A hypervisor 351 controls the logical domain
201-m and an operating system (OS) 401-m which is
executed on the logical domain 201-m. The hypervisor
351 is developed on the memory 13-1-1, 13-1-2, 13-2-1,
and 13-2-2 of the system boards 11-1 and 11-2 in FIG.
1, and executed by the CPUs 12-1-1, 12-1-2, 12-2-1, and

12-2-2.
[0047] The lower part in FIG. 3 indicates the software
in a physical partition 61-1.
[0048] The OS 401-m is executed in each of the logical
domains #0 through #3 in the physical partition 61-1.
[0049] The OS 401-1 through 401-4 respectively cor-
respond to the operating systems of the logical domains
201-1 through 201-4.
[0050] FIG. 4 is a detailed configuration of the firmware
according to an embodiment.
[0051] The firmware 311 includes a dump target area
information/HV dump flag storing unit 312, a dump target
area information/HV dump flag storage area 313, a HV
dump flag setting unit 314, a memory initializing unit 315,
an HV available area change unit 316, an HV restart in-
struction unit 317, a dump target area information/HV
dump flag notification unit 318, a PA-RA mapping notifi-
cation unit 319, a memory releasing unit 320, and an HV
dump flag resetting unit 321.
[0052] The dump target area information/HV dump flag
storing unit 312 stores dump target area information and
an HV dump flag in the dump target area information/HV
dump flag storage area 313 .
[0053] The dump target area information/HV dump flag
storage area 313 stores dump target area information
and an HV dump flag. The dump target area information
indicates a dump target area, and includes the informa-
tion about the starting address (PA base) and the size of
a dump target area. The HV dump flag is control infor-
mation indicating whether or not a dump file of the mem-
ory area used by a hypervisor is to be generated. The
HV dump flag may include the information (HV live dump
flag) indicating whether or not a memory dump of the
hypervisor being operated is to be extracted.
[0054] The HV dump flag setting unit 314 sets a value
of an HV dump flag. For example, the HV dump flag set-
ting unit 314 sets the HV dump flag as TRUE when the
HV dump is extracted.
[0055] The memory initializing unit 315 initializes mem-
ory.
[0056] The HV available area change unit 316 changes
the area of the memory used by the hypervisor 351.
[0057] The HV restart instruction unit 317 instructs the
hypervisor 351 to perform a restart.
[0058] The dump target area information/HV dump flag
notification unit 318 reports about dump target area in-
formation and an HV dump flag.
[0059] The PA-RA mapping notification unit 319 noti-
fies the hypervisor 351 of the PA-RA mapping necessary
in processing the OS, and a PA-RA mapping unit 368 of
the hypervisor 351 converts a physical address (PA) into
a real address (RA), or a real address (RA) into a physical
address (PA) using the notified PA-RA mapping.
[0060] The memory releasing unit 320 performs a
memory releasing process.
[0061] The HV dump flag resetting unit 321 resets an
HV dump flag. In detail, the HV dump flag resetting unit
321 sets the HV dump flag as FALSE.
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[0062] FIG. 5 is a detailed configuration of the hyper-
visor according to an embodiment.
[0063] The hypervisor 351 includes a domain emer-
gency stop direction unit 352, an OS panic direction unit
353, an HV dump target area notifying unit 354, an HV
dump target area information/HV dump flag storing unit
355, an HV dump target area information/HV dump flag
storage area 356, an HV restarting unit 357, an OS restart
instruction unit 358, an HV memory dump flag read and
transmission unit 359, an HV dump target area reading
unit 360, a memory management unit 361, a memory
releasing unit 362, an HV dump flag resetting unit 363,
an HV dump flag notification unit 364, a dump dedicated
domain starting unit 365, a kernel dump target area in-
formation/kernel dump flag storing unit 366, a kernel
dump target area information/kernel dump flag storage
area. 367, a PA-RA mapping unit 368, a PA-RA mapping
information storage area 369, an interrupting unit 370, a
memory dump process starting unit 371, a memory ini-
tializing unit 372, and a kernel dump flag resetting unit
373.
[0064] The domain emergency stop direction unit 352
directs the domain 201 to perform an emergency stop.
[0065] The OS panic direction unit 353 directs an OS
401 to perform an emergency stop (panic).
[0066] The HV dump target area notifying unit 354
reads the HV dump target area information from the HV
dump target area information/HV dump flag storage area
356 and transmits the information.
[0067] The HV dump target area information/HV dump
flag storing unit 355 stores the HV dump target area in-
formation and the HV dump flag in the HV dump target
area information/HV dump flag storage area 356.
[0068] The HV dump target area information/HV dump
flag storage area 356 stores the HV dump target area
information and the HV dump flag. The HV dump target
area information indicates the memory area (HV dump
target area) used by the hypervisor 351, and includes
the information about the starting address (PA base) and
the size of the memory area. The HV dump flag is the
control information as to whether or not a dump file of
the memory area used by the hypervisor is to be gener-
ated.
[0069] The HV restarting unit 357 stops the hypervisor
351, and restarts the hypervisor 351.
[0070] The OS restart instruction unit 358 directs the
OS 401 to perform a restart.
the HV memory dump flag read and transmission unit
359 reads and transmit an HV dump flag.
[0071] The HV dump target area reading unit 360 reads
and transmits the contents of the memory area indicated
by the HV dump target area information. Otherwise, the
HV dump target area reading unit 360 reads and trans-
mits the contents of the memory area used by the current
hypervisor 351.
[0072] The memory management unit 361 manages
memory.
[0073] The memory releasing unit 362 performs a

memory releasing process.
[0074] The HV dump flag resetting unit 363 resets an
HV dump flag. In detail, the HV dump flag resetting unit
363 sets, for example, the HV dump flag as FALSE.
[0075] The HV dump flag notification unit 364 reports
about an HV dump flag.
[0076] The dump dedicated domain starting unit 365
starts the dump dedicated domain in a firmware mode.
The firmware mode is a mode in which the OS is not
started, that is, the mode in which the system is aborted
before the OS is started.
[0077] The kernel dump target area information/kernel
dump flag storing unit 366 stores the kernel dump target
area information and the kernel dump flag in the kernel
dump target area information/kernel dump flag storage
area 367.
[0078] The kernel dump target area information/kernel
dump flag storage area 367 stores the kernel dump target
area information and the kernel dump flag. The kernel
dump target area information indicates the memory area
(kernel dump target area) used by the kernel of the OS
401 when the panic occurred, and includes the starting
address (RA base) and the size of the memory area. The
kernel dump flag indicates as to whether or not the mem-
ory dump of the kernel of the OS 401 is extracted. Fur-
thermore, the kernel dump flag may also indicate in which
method the memory dump of the kernel is to be extracted.
The kernel dump flag indicates, for example, 0 as not
dumping memory of a kernel, 1 as dumping memory in
the dump domain, or 2 as dumping memory using the
memory dynamic reconfiguration function. The kernel
dump flag may be received from the OS 401, or the hy-
pervisor 351 may set and hold the flag in advance.
[0079] The PA-RA mapping unit 368 performs the
mapping between the physical address (PA) and the real
address (RA). The PA is the physical address of memory,
and the RA is the real address on the domain (operating
system).
[0080] The PA-RA mapping information storage area
369 stores the information about the mapping between
the PA and the RA.
[0081] The interrupting unit 370 allows the OS 401 to
perform interrupt processing when the memory dump of
the kernel of the OS 401 is extracted. When the interrupt
processing is accepted, it is judged that the memory
dump of the kernel of the OS 401 may be extracted, and
the memory dump processing of the kernel of the OS 401
is performed. If the interrupt processing is not accepted,
it is judged that the processing is not performed, thereby
terminating the process without performing the memory
dump processing of the kernel of the OS 401.
[0082] The memory dump process starting unit 371 al-
lows the logical domain 201-1 to start the memory dump
processing of the hypervisor 351.
[0083] The memory initializing unit 372 initialize the
memory.
[0084] The kernel dump flag resetting unit 373 resets
the kernel dump flag. For example, the kernel dump flag
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resetting unit 373 deletes the kernel dump flag or sets 0
not to extract the memory dump of the kernel.
[0085] FIG. 6 is a detailed configuration of the OS ac-
cording to an embodiment.
[0086] The OS 401-m includes a memory manage-
ment unit 402-m, a file management unit 403-m, a proc-
ess management unit 404-m, an interrupting unit 405-m,
a mapping information extracting and storing unit 406-
m, a mapping information storage area 407-m, an HV
memory dump judgment unit 408-m, an OS starting unit
409-m, an calling unit 410-m of the HV dump target area
reading unit, a kernel dump target memory reading unit
411-m, an HV dump unit 412-m, a kernel dump unit 413-
m, a panic handling unit 414-m, a kernel dump target
area notifying unit 415-m, a memory DR attaching unit
416-m, a memory DR detaching unit 417-m, a blank
memory adding unit 418-m, a dump dedicated domain
stopping unit 419-m, a kernel dump flag resetting unit
420-m, and a kernel dump flag notifying unit 421-m.
[0087] The memory management unit 402-m assigns
the memory 203-m used by the OS 401-m.
[0088] The file management unit 403-m manages a file
as the data stored in a disk.
[0089] The process management unit 404-m manages
the process of the program executed by the OS 401-m.
[0090] The interrupting unit 405-m performs the inter-
rupt processing.
[0091] The mapping information extracting and storing
unit 406-m stores the information necessary for getting
and analyzing the dump of the memory 203-m in the map-
ping information storage area 407-m.
[0092] The mapping information storage area 407-m
stores the information necessary for getting and analyz-
ing the dump of the memory 203-m. The information
stored in the mapping information storage area 407-m is
the mapping information about each segment (logical ad-
dress, physical address, size, etc.) such as a text region
of the kernel, a data region, a heap region, a stack region,
etc., and the mapping information about each type of
control table such as an address conversion table, a page
table, etc.
[0093] The HV memory dump judgment unit 408-m
judges whether the HV dump flag is true or false, and
whether or not the memory dump of the hypervisor is to
be extracted.
[0094] The OS starting unit 409-m restarts the OS 401-
m.
[0095] The calling unit 410-m of the HV dump target
area reading unit calls the HV dump target area reading
unit 360.
[0096] The kernel dump target memory reading unit
411-m reads the contents of the memory of the kernel
dump target area (memory area used by the kernel of
the OS 401-m when the panic occurred) .
[0097] The HV dump unit 412-m receives the memory
contents read by the HV dump target area reading unit
360 from the HV dump target area reading unit 360, and
generates a dump file.

[0098] The kernel dump unit 413-m stores the read
memory contents of the kernel dump target area in the
file (generates a dump file).
[0099] The panic handling unit 414-m performs an
emergency stop (panic)for the domain 201-m.
[0100] The kernel dump target area notifying unit 415-
m notifies the hypervisor 351 of the memory area used
by the OS 401-m when the panic occurred.
[0101] The memory DR attaching unit 416-m attaches
the memory area into the domain 201-m.
[0102] The memory DR detaching unit 417-m detach-
es the memory area from the domain 201-m.
[0103] The blank memory adding unit 418-m notifies
the memory management unit 402-m of the dumped
memory area.
[0104] The dump dedicated domain stopping unit 419-
m stops a domain (dump dedicated domain) in which a
dump is extracted after dumping memory.
[0105] The kernel dump flag resetting unit 420-m in-
structs the hypervisor 351 to reset a kernel dump flag.
[0106] The kernel dump flag notifying unit 421-m noti-
fies the hypervisor 351 of a kernel dump flag. The kernel
dump flag notifying unit 421-m notifies the hypervisor 351
of a kernel dump flag when it is necessary to extract a
memory dump of the kernel. For example, the kernel
dump flag notifying unit 421-m set "0 indicating that the
memory dump of the kernel is not extracted" for the value
of the kernel dump flag when the memory dump of the
kernels not extracted, sets "1 indicating that the dump is
extracted in the dump domain" for the value of the kernel
dump flag when the memory dump of the kernel is ex-
tracted in the dump domain, and sets "2 indicating that
the dump is extracted using the memory dynamic recon-
figuration function" for the value of the kernel dump flag
when the memory dump of the kernel is extracted using
the memory dynamic reconfiguration function.

(First embodiment)

[0107] According to the first embodiment, the memory
dump of a hypervisor is extracted using a control domain.
[0108] FIGS. 7A and 7B are flowcharts of the memory
dump generating process according to the first embodi-
ment.
[0109] It is assume that, in the initial state, the domains
201-1 through 201-3 and the OS 401-1 through 401-3
have been started and entered an operation state, and
the domains 201-4 and the OS 401-4 have not been start-
ed.
[0110] In step S501, the hypervisor 351 detect a fatal
error.
[0111] In step S502, the domain emergency stop di-
rection unit 352 instructs the logical domains in the op-
eration state, that is, the control domain 201-1 and the
domains 201-2 and 201-3, to perform an emergency
stop.
[0112] In step S503, the OS 401-i (i = 1 ∼ 3) receives
the emergency stop instruction, and performs the emer-
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gency stop for the OS 401-i.
[0113] In step S504, the HV dump target area notifying
unit 354 reads the HV dump target area information from
the HV dump target area information/HV dump flag stor-
age area 356, and notifies the firmware 311 of the infor-
mation. The HV dump target area information indicates
the memory area (dump target area) used by the hyper-
visor 351, and includes the information about the starting
address (PA base) and the size of the memory area. The
HV dump target area information is in the format illustrat-
ed in FIG. 8, and indicates a block number, a starting
address (PA base) of the physical memory of a block,
and the size of the block. The HV restarting unit 357 stops
the hypervisor 351 (HV abort).
[0114] In step S506, the dump target area informa-
tion/HV dump flag storing unit 312 receives the HV dump
target area information.
[0115] In step S507, the dump target area informa-
tion/HV dump flag storing unit 312 stores the received
HV dump target area information as dump target area
information in the dump target area information/HV dump
flag storage area 313. The HV dump flag setting unit 314
sets the HV dump flag as true, and stores it in the dump
target area information/HV dump flag storage area 313.
[0116] In step S508, the firmware 311 starts the re-
starting process of a physical partition while holding the
contents of the memory.
[0117] In step S509, the memory initializing unit 315
starts initializing the memory. First, for example, the lead-
ing address of the memory is set as the area to be ini-
tialized.
[0118] In step S510, the memory initializing unit 315
refers to the dump target area information, and judges
whether or not the area to be initialized is the area spec-
ified by the dump target area information, that is, the
dump target area. If the area to be initialized is the dump
target area, control is passed to step S512 while holding
the contents of the area to be initialized. If it is not the
dump target area, control is passed to step S511.
[0119] In step S511, the memory initializing unit 315
initializes the area to be initialized.
[0120] In step S512, the memory initializing unit 315
judges whether or not the initializing process has been
performed on all areas other than the dump target area.
If the initializing process has been performed on all areas
other than the dump target area, control is passed to step
S513. If the initializing process has not been performed
on all areas other than the dump target area, an unproc-
essed area (for example, the address of the area after
the area checked as to whether or not it is a dump target
area) is defined as an area to be initialized, and control
is returned to step S510.
[0121] In step S513, the HV available area change unit
316 changes the area used by the hypervisor 351 into
an area other than the area indicated by the dump target
area information. As the area to be initialized, at least an
area which has been changed and is to be used by the
hypervisor 351 may be defined as an area to be initial-

ized.
[0122] In step S514, the HV restart instruction unit 317
instructs the hypervisor 351 to make a restart. The dump
target area information/HV dump flag notification unit 318
reads the dump target area information and the HV dump
flag from the dump target area information/HV dump flag
storage area 313, and notifies the hypervisor 351 of it.
[0123] In step S515, the HV dump target area informa-
tion/HV dump flag storing unit 355 receives the dump
target area information and the HV dump flag, and stores
them in the HV dump target area information/HV dump
flag storage area 356. The HV dump target area infor-
mation/HV dump flag storing unit 355 stores the received
dump target area information as the HV dump target area
information.
[0124] In step S516, the HV restarting unit 357 restarts
the hypervisor 351. However, the memory area specified
by the HV dump target area information is not used.
[0125] In step S517, the OS restart instruction unit 358
instructs the OS 401-1 through 401-3 to make a restart.
[0126] In step S518, the OS restarting units 409-2 and
409-3 respectively restart the OS 401-2 and 401-3.
[0127] In step S519, the OS 401-2 and 401-3 restart
the task.
[0128] In step S520, the OS 401-2 and 401-3 enter the
normal operation state.
[0129] In step S521, the OS restarting unit 409-1 re-
starts the OS 401-1.
[0130] In step S522, the OS 401-1 resumes the task.
[0131] In step S523, the HV memory dump judgment
unit 408-1 requests the hypervisor 351 to transmit an HV
dump flag.
[0132] In step S524, upon receipt of the request, the
HV memory dump flag read and transmission unit 359
reads the HV dump flag from the HV dump target area
information/HV dump flag storage area 356, and trans-
mits it to the OS 401-1.
[0133] In step S525, the HV memory dump judgment
unit 408-1 receives the HV dump flag, and judges wheth-
er or not the HV dump flag is true. If the HV dump flag is
true, control is passed to step S527. If it is false, control
is passed to step S531.
[0134] In step S526, the calling unit 410-1 of the HV
dump target area reading unit calls the HV dump target
area reading unit 360.
[0135] In step S527, the HV dump target area reading
unit 360 reads the contents of the memory area indicated
by the HV dump target area information, and transmits
it to the control domain.
[0136] In step S528, the HV dump unit 412-1 receives
the memory contents read by the HV dump target area
reading unit 360 from the HV dump target area reading
unit 360, writes the received memory contents to a file,
and generates a dump file. Then, the processes in steps
S529, S530, and S531 are performed in parallel.
[0137] In step S529, the memory releasing unit 362
releases the memory area specified by the HV dump tar-
get area information. In addition, the HV dump flag re-
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setting unit 363 resets an HV dump flag, that is, sets it
as false. The HV dump flag notification unit 364 notifies
the firmware 311 of the HV dump flag.
[0138] In step S530, the memory releasing unit 320
clears the dump target area information. In addition, the
HV dump flag resetting unit 321 resets the HV dump flag,
that is, sets the flag as false.
[0139] In step S531, the OS 401-1 enters the normal
operation state.
[0140] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the first embodiment, when an error is detected
and a hypervisor and an operating system are restarted,
no copying process is performed to another memory unit
etc. although the memory dump is large in size, thereby
enabling the hypervisor and the operating system to be
quickly restarted. Thus, the task may be stopped in a
shorter time.
[0141] Described below is a variable example of the
memory dump generating process according to the first
embodiment.
[0142] In the variable example, the memory dump of
the hypervisor being operated is extracted (referred to
as a live dump of a hypervisor).
[0143] FIG. 7C is a flowchart of a variation example of
the memory dump generating process according to the
first embodiment.
[0144] In the flowchart of the variable example, steps
S532 and S533 are added to the flowchart of the memory
dump generating process according to the first embodi-
ment in FIGS. 7A and 7B, and control is passed to step
S532 when it is judged NO in step S525.
[0145] In FIG. 7C, the changes to FIGS. 7A and 7B are
added, and the same other parts are omitted.
[0146] In the variable example, a change may be made
so that, for example, the data structure of the HV dump
flag is set to: 0 indicating that no extraction is performed;
1 indicating the HV dump in an abnormal condition; 2
indicating the HV live dump; etc. The HV memory dump
judgment unit 408-1 judges that the HV dump flag is true
when the HV dump flag is 1, and judges that the HV dump
flag is false when the HV dump flag is 0 or 2. In addition,
the HV memory dump judgment unit 408-1 judges that
the HV live dump flag is true when the HV dump flag is 2.
[0147] In step S532, the HV memory dump judgment
unit 408-1 judges whether or not the HV live dump flag
is true. If the HV live dump flag is true (that is, when the
HV dump flag is 2), control is passed to step S533. If it
is false, control is passed to step S531.
[0148] In step S533, the HV live dump process is per-
formed. In detail, the calling unit 410-1 of the HV dump
target area reading unit calls the HV dump target area
reading unit 360. The HV dump target area reading unit
360 reads the contents of the memory area used by the
hypervisor 351 being operated, and transmits the con-
tents to the control domain. The HV dump unit 412-1
receives the memory contents read by the HV dump tar-
get area reading unit 360, and writes the received mem-
ory contents to a file, thereby generating a dump file of

a hypervisor.
[0149] As described above, when the memory dump
of the hypervisor being operated is extracted, the data
of the memory area used by the hypervisor is read without
stopping or restarting the hypervisor, and is written to a
file as a dump file of the hypervisor.

(Second embodiment)

[0150] In the second embodiment, the memory dump
of the kernel of the OS is extracted in addition to the
memory dump of a hypervisor.
[0151] FIGS. 9A, 9B, and 9C are flowcharts of the
memory dump generating process according to the sec-
ond embodiment.
[0152] In the initial state, it is assumed that the domains
201-1 through 201-3 and the OS 401-1 through 401-3
are started and enter the operation state, and the domain
201-4 and the OS 401-4 are not started.
[0153] In step S601, a fatal error occurs in the hyper-
visor 351.
[0154] In step S602, the hypervisor 351 detects the
fatal error.
[0155] In step S603, the interrupting unit 370 notifies
the OS in the operation state, that is, the OS 401-i (i = 1
∼ 3) of the interrupt processing, and the OS panic direc-
tion unit 353 instructs the OS 401-i to perform the panic
handling.
[0156] In step S604, the panic handling unit 414-i re-
ceives the panic instruction, and handles the panic of the
OS 401-i.
[0157] In step S605, the kernel dump target area noti-
fying unit 415-i notifies the hypervisor 351 of the kernel
dump target area information. The kernel dump target
area information indicates the memory area (dump target
area) used by the kernel of the OS 401-i, and includes
the information about the starting address (RA base) and
the size of the memory area. The kernel dump target area
information is in the format illustrated in FIG. 10, and is
associated with a block number, the starting address (RA
base) of the memory of a block, and the size of a block.
[0158] Steps S604 and S605 are executed for each
logical domain which has received the panic direction .
[0159] In step S606, the PA-RA mapping unit 368 per-
forms a RA-PA conversion for converting the notified
starting address (RA base) to the starting address (PA
base) of the PA base from the RA base.
[0160] In step S607, the HV dump target area notifying
unit 354 notifies the firmware 311 of the HV dump target
area information indicating the memory area used by the
hypervisor 351. Furthermore, the HV dump target area
notifying unit 354 notifies the firmware 311 of the kernel
dump target area information received from the OS 401-
i. The notified kernel dump target area information in-
cludes the starting address (PA base) converted from
the RA base to the PA base, and the size. In the present
embodiment, three pieces of kernel dump target area
information corresponding to the stopped logical domain
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are notified.
[0161] In step S608, the dump target area informa-
tion/HV dump flag storing unit 312 stores the received
HV dump target area information and the received kernel
dump target area information as dump target area infor-
mation in the dump target area information/HV dump flag
storage area 313. Furthermore, the HV dump flag setting
unit 314 sets the HV dump flag as true, and stores it in
the dump target area information/HV dump flag storage
area 313.
[0162] In step S609, the HV restarting unit 357 stops
the hypervisor 351 (HV abort).
[0163] In step S610, the memory initializing unit 315
initializes the memory area other than the area indicated
by the dump target area information. That is, the memory
initializing unit 315 initializes the memory area other than
the area used by the hypervisor 351 and the area used
by the kernel of the OS 401-i at the panic.
[0164] In step S611, the HV available area change unit
316 changes the area used by the hypervisor 351 into
an area other than the area indicated by the dump target
area information. The HV restart instruction unit 317 di-
rects the hypervisor 351 to make a restart. The dump
target area information/HV dump flag notification unit 318
reads the dump target area information and the HV dump
flag from the dump target area information/HV dump flag
storage area 313, and notifies the hypervisor 351 of them.
The dump target area information includes the HV dump
target area information and the kernel dump target area
information. The HV dump target area information/HV
dump flag storing unit 355 receives the HV dump target
area information in the dump target area information and
the HV dump flag, and stores them in the HV dump target
area information/HV dump flag storage area 356. The
kernel dump target area information/kernel dump flag
storing unit 366 receives the kernel dump target area
information in the dump target area information, and
stores it in the kernel dump target area information/kernel
dump flag storage area 367.
[0165] In step S612, the HV restarting unit 357 starts
the hypervisor 351.
[0166] In step S613, the memory initializing unit 372
initializes the memory area other than the area indicated
by the kernel dump target area information.
[0167] In step S614, the PA-RA mapping unit 368, the
OS restart instruction unit 358, and the dump dedicated
domain starting unit 365 check the value of the kernel
dump flag. The process corresponding to the value of
the kernel dump flag is performed. For example, when
the kernel dump flag is "1 indicating that the dump is
extracted in the dump domain", the PA-RA mapping unit
368 assigns the PA of the memory used by the kernel of
the OS 401-1 through 401-3 at the panic to the RA of the
dump domain 204-4.
[0168] The processes in steps S621, S622 through
S626, and S632 through S635 are separately performed
in parallel.
[0169] However, when the kernel dump flag is "1 indi-

cating that the dump is extracted in the dump domain",
steps S626 and S635 are not performed. When the kernel
dump flag is "2 indicating that the dump is extracted using
the memory dynamic reconfiguration function", step
S621 is not performed.
[0170] In this example, step S621 is the process relat-
ing to the dump domain 204-4, steps S622 through S626
are the processes relating to the control domain 204-1,
and steps S632 through S635 are processes relating to
the logical domains 204-2 and 204-3.
[0171] In step S621, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed in the dump domain.
The details of the memory dump generating process of
the kernel in the dump domain are described later.
[0172] In step S622, the PA-RA mapping unit 368
changes the mapping between the physical address (PA)
and the real address (RA) of the domain 201-1 as de-
scribed in 1) and 2) below. Thus, the data of the memory
area used the kernel at the panic and by the hypervisor
351 at the panic is not overwritten although the OS 401-1
is restarted.

1) The physical address of the memory used by the
kernel and the hypervisor at the occurrence of the
panic is not to be assigned to the real address of the
domain to be restarted, and
2) The change of the memory size available in the
domain is to be suppressed before and after the re-
start.

[0173] However, when the physical memory assigna-
ble to the domain to be restarted is smaller than a spec-
ified value, 1) above is prioritized.
[0174] Which area the kernel and the hypervisor 351
was used at the occurrence of the panic is judged with
reference to the HV dump target area information and
the kernel dump target area information.
[0175] In step S623, the OS restart instruction unit 358
directs the OS 401-1 to make a restart. The OS restart
instruction unit 358 includes the memory dump generat-
ing process of the kernel using the memory DR function
in the restart direction when the kernel dump flag is "2
indicating that the dump is extracted using the memory
dynamic reconfiguration function". Upon receipt of the
direction, the OS starting unit 409-1 starts the OS 401-1.
[0176] In step S624, the OS 401-1 resumes the task.
[0177] In step S625, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed using the memory
dynamic reconfiguration (DR) function. The details of the
memory dump generating process of the kernel using
the memory DR function are described later. In step
S626, the memory dump generating process of the hy-
pervisor is performed. The explanation of step S626 is
omitted here because it is similar to that of the processes
in steps S523 through S531 in FIG. 7B.
[0178] In step S632, the PA-RA mapping unit 368
changes the mapping between the physical address (PA)
and the real address (RA) of the domains 201-2 and
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201-3 as described in 1) and 2) below. Thus, the data of
the memory area used the kernel at the panic and by the
hypervisor 351 at the panic is not overwritten although
the OS 401-1 is restarted.

1) The physical address of the memory used by the
kernel and the hypervisor at the occurrence of the
panic is not to be assigned to the real address of the
domain to be restarted, and
2) The change of the memory size available in the
domain is to be suppressed before and after the re-
start.

[0179] However, when the physical memory assigna-
ble to the domain to be restarted is smaller than a spec-
ified value, 1) above is prioritized.
[0180] Which area the kernel and the hypervisor 351
was used at the occurrence of the panic is judged with
reference to the HV dump target area information and
the kernel dump target area information.
[0181] In step S633, the OS restart instruction unit 358
directs the OS 401-2 and 401-3 to make a restart. The
OS restart instruction unit 358 includes the memory dump
generating process of the kernel using the memory DR
function in the restart direction when the kernel dump
flag is "2 indicating that the dump is extracted using the
memory dynamic reconfiguration function". Upon receipt
of the direction, the OS starting units 409-2 and 409-3
start the OS 401-2 and 401-3 respectively.
[0182] In step S634, the OS 401-2 and 401-3 resume
the respective tasks.
[0183] In step S635, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed using the memory DR
function.
[0184] The details of the memory dump generating
process of the kernel are described below.
[0185] The memory dump generating process of the
kernel may be (1) the method of dumping memory in the
dump domain (step S621) or (2) the method of dumping
memory dump using the memory dynamic reconfigura-
tion function (steps S626 and S635).

(1) Method of dumping memory in the dump domain

[0186] The dump domain 201-4 is not to be provided
for each logical domain in a system including a plurality
of domains 201. That is, one dump domain 201-4 may
be used on one system. When there is one dump domain
201-4, the memory dump is extracted for each domain
when a panic occurs simultaneously in a plurality of log-
ical domains 201. However, since the task may be quickly
resumed regardless of the completion of the dump ex-
traction, there is no influence on the task.
[0187] Since the task in the logical domain in which a
panic has occurred is not to be inherited in the dump
domain 201-4, only the following hardware resources are
requested to extract the memory dump.

• The physical memory area used at the panic by the
kernel of the OS of the logical domain in which the
panic has occurred

• One or more CPUs
• The disk which stores a dump file and the I/O re-

sources requested to use the disk.

[0188] FIG. 11 is a flowchart of the memory dump gen-
erating process of a kernel in a dump domain.
[0189] FIG. 11 corresponds to step S621 in FIG. 9B.
[0190] Described below is the memory dump generat-
ing process of the kernel of the OS 401-i.
[0191] In step S651, the dump dedicated domain start-
ing unit 365 starts the dump domain 201-4 in the firmware
mode. The firmware mode does not starts the OS, that
is, stops before starting the OS. By not starting the OS,
the dump target area is prevented from being rewritten.
[0192] In step S652, the kernel dump target memory
reading unit 411-4 reads the memory area (kernel dump
target area) used by the kernel of the operating system
401-i at the occurrence of the panic. The information
about the kernel dump target area (starting address (RA
base), size, etc.) is obtained by the notification from the
firmware 311 or the hypervisor 351.
[0193] In step S653, the kernel dump unit 413-4 writes
the read memory contents to a file, thereby generating a
dump file.
[0194] In step S654, the dump dedicated domain stop-
ping unit 419-4 stops the dump domain 201-4. Then, the
dump dedicated domain stopping unit 419-4 notifies the
memory management unit 361 of the hypervisor 351 so
that the kernel dump target area may be available and
unused memory, that is, blank memory. The kernel dump
flag resetting unit 420-4 directs the hypervisor 351 to re-
set the kernel dump flag. Upon receipt of the reset direc-
tion, the kernel dump flag resetting unit 373 resets the
kernel dump flag.
[0195] In step S655, the memory management unit 361
sets the kernel dump target area as blank memory avail-
able from another logical domain 201-i.
[0196] FIG. 12 illustrates dumping memory in a dump
domain.
[0197] The left, central, and right parts of FIG. 12 re-
spectively illustrate the operation state (and the panic
state), the state after the restart, and the extraction of the
memory dump in the dump domain.
[0198] The process in the logical domain 201-i is de-
scribed. Since similar processes are performed in the
domains 201-2 and 201-3, the details are omitted.
[0199] In the operation state illustrated at the left part
in FIG. 12, the area of the PA is mapped at the area of
the RA of the logical domain 201-1.
[0200] The area used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 at
the panic of the OS 401-1 is a kernel dump target area.
[0201] After the panic of the OS 401-1, the PA-RA map-
ping is changed (step S622), and the logical domain
201-1 is assigned the area of the PA different from the
area (kernel dump target area) used by the kernel of the
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OS 401-1 at the panic, and the OS 401-1 is restarted
(center in FIG. 12).
[0202] At the dump illustrated on the right in FIG. 12,
the RA of the dump domain 201-4 is assigned the area
(kernel dump target area) of the PA used by the kernel
of the OS 401-1. The dump domain 201-4 reads the ker-
nel dump target area, and generates a dump file.
[0203] FIG. 13 illustrates PA-RA mapping information
in dumping memory in a dump domain.
[0204] The left, central, and right parts in FIG. 13 re-
spectively illustrate the operation state (and panic state),
the dump operation, and the state after the dump.
[0205] Described below is the PA-RA mapping in the
domain 201-1 (control domain #0) and the dump domain
201-4 (dump extraction dedicated domain #3).
[0206] The PA-RA mapping information is described
as associating a domain, a starting address (PA base),
size, and a starting address (RA base).
[0207] At the panic on the left in FIG. 13, the area hav-
ing the starting address (PA base) of xxxxx and the size
of 8GB is mapped at the area having the starting address
(PA base) of the control domain #0 of aaaaa (correspond-
ing to the left part in FIG. 12) . The area is a kernel dump
target area.
[0208] After the panic of the OS 401-1, the PA-RA map-
ping is changed (step S622), and the PA-RA mapping
information is expressed at the center of FIG. 13.
[0209] At the dump illustrated at the center in FIG. 13,
the area having the starting address (PA base) of xxxxx
and the size of 8GB is mapped at the area having the
starting address (RA base) of the dump extraction ded-
icated domain #3 of aaaaa. That is, the area of the PA
of the control domain #0 at the panic is mapped at the
RA of the dump extraction dedicated domain #3. Further-
more, the area having the starting address (PA base) of
yyyyy and the size of 8GB is mapped at the area having
the starting address (PA base) of the control domain #0
of aaaaa. That is, the area of a new PA is assigned to
the control domain #0 after the restart (corresponding to
the right in FIG. 12) .
[0210] After generating the dump file, the kernel dump
target area becomes blank memory available from an-
other domain (step S655) .
[0211] That is, after the dump on the right in FIG. 13,
the mapping information in the dump extraction dedicat-
ed domain #3 is deleted.
[0212] In the method of dumping memory in the dump
extraction dedicated domain, the dump is extracted in
another domain, not in the domain in which an abnormal
condition is detected. Therefore, there is a low possibility
that a secondary damage such as a hang-up after an
abnormal condition is detected during the dump process
occurs.
[0213] In the method of dumping memory in the dump
domain, it is easily realized to suppress charging on hard-
ware resources used in dumping memory in a system in
which a charge is imposed depending on the amount and
time of the hardware resources (CPU, memory, disc, etc.)

used by a user such as capacity on demand (CoD) etc.,
thereby conducting appropriate charging.

(2) Method of dumping memory using the memory dy-
namic reconfiguration function

[0214] Described below is the process (step S625) in
the logical domain 201-1. Since the processes (in step
S635) in the logical domains 201-2 and 201-3 are similar,
the detailed descriptions are omitted here.
[0215] FIG. 14 is a flowchart of the memory dump gen-
erating process of the kernel using a memory dynamic
reconfiguration function.
[0216] FIG. 14 corresponds to step S625 in FIG. 9C.
[0217] In step S641, the memory DR attaching unit
416-1 attaches the memory area (kernel dump target ar-
ea) used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 at the occurrence
of the panic into the domain 201-1 using the dynamic
reconfiguration function of memory. The information
(starting address (RA base), size, etc.) about the kernel
dump target area is obtained by the notification of the
firmware 311 or the hypervisor 351.
[0218] In step S642, the kernel dump target memory
reading unit 411-1 reads the attached memory area.
[0219] In step S643, the kernel dump unit 413-1 writes
the read memory contents to a file, thereby generating a
dump file.
[0220] In step S644, the memory DR detaching unit
417-1 detaches from the domain 201-1 the memory area
used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 using the memory
dynamic reconfiguration function, and notifies the mem-
ory management unit 361 so that the detached area may
be blank memory. Furthermore, the kernel dump flag re-
setting unit 420-1 directs the hypervisor 351 to reset a
kernel dump flag. Upon receipt of the reset direction, the
kernel dump flag resetting unit 373 resets the kernel
dump flag.
[0221] In step S645, the memory management unit 361
sets the detached area as blank memory available from
other domains 201-1 and 201-3.
[0222] In addition, instead of steps S644 and S645,
the blank memory adding unit 418-1 notifies the memory
management unit 402-1 so that the memory area which
has been used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 (that is, the
dumped area) as unused available memory, that is, blank
memory, and the memory management unit 402-1 may
perform the process for using the dumped area as blank
memory.
[0223] FIG. 15 illustrates dumping memory using a
memory dynamically reconfiguration function.
[0224] The left, central, and right parts of FIG. 15 re-
spectively illustrate the operation state (and the panic
state), the state after the restart, and the extraction of the
memory dump in the dump domain.
[0225] The process in the domain 201-i is described.
Since similar processes are performed in the domains
201-2 and 201-3, the details are omitted.
[0226] In the operation state illustrated at the left part
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in FIG. 15, the area of the PA is mapped at the area of
the RA of the logical domain 201-1.
[0227] The area used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 at
the panic of the OS 401-1 is a kernel dump target area.
[0228] After the panic of the OS 401-1, he PA-RA map-
ping is changed (step S622), and the RA of the domain
201-1 is assigned the area of the PA different from the
area (kernel dump target area) used by the kernel of the
OS 401-1 at the panic, and the OS 401-1 is restarted
(center in FIG. 15).
[0229] At the dump after the restart illustrated on the
right in FIG. 15, the area (kernel dump target area) used
by the kernel of the OS 401-1 at the panic is attached
into the RA of the domain 201-1. The domain 201-1 reads
the kernel dump target area, and generates a dump file.
[0230] FIG. 16 illustrates PA-RA mapping information
in dumping memory using the memory dynamic recon-
figuration function.
[0231] The left, central, and right parts in FIG. 16 re-
spectively illustrate the operation state (and panic state),
the dump operation, and the state after the dump.
[0232] Described below is the PA-RA mapping in the
domain 201-1 (control domain #0).
[0233] The PA-RA mapping information is described
as associating a domain, a starting address (PA base),
size, and a starting address (RA base).
[0234] At the panic on the left in FIG. 16, the area hav-
ing the starting address (PA base) of xxxxx and the size
of 8GB is mapped at the area having the starting address
(RA base) of the control domain #0 of aaaaa (correspond-
ing to the left part in FIG. 15) . The area is a kernel dump
target area.
[0235] After the panic of the OS 401-1, the PA-RA map-
ping is changed, the kernel dump target area is attached
into the control domain #0, and the PA-RA mapping in-
formation is expressed at the center of FIG. 16.
[0236] At the dump illustrated at the center in FIG. 16,
the area having the starting address (PA base) of yyyyy
and the size of 8GB is mapped at the area having the
starting address (RA base) of the RA of the control do-
main #0 of aaaaa. Furthermore, the area having the start-
ing address (PA base) of xxxxx and the size of 8GB is
mapped at the area having the starting address (RA
base) of the control domain #0 of bbbbb.
[0237] That is, the area of a new PA is assigned to the
control domain #0 after the restart, and the kernel dump
target area is attached into the control domain #0 after
the restart of the control domain #0 (corresponding to the
right in FIG. 15).
[0238] After generating the dump file, the kernel dump
target area becomes blank memory available from an-
other domain (step S645) .
[0239] That is, after the dump on the right in FIG. 16,
the mapping information in the kernel dump target area
is deleted.
[0240] In the method of dumping memory using the
memory dynamic reconfiguration function, since a new
operating system after a restart, not an operating system

which has detected an abnormal condition, extracts a
dump, there is a low possibility that a secondary damage
such as a hang-up etc. occurs after detecting an abnor-
mal condition again during the dump process.
[0241] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the second embodiment, when an error is de-
tected and a hypervisor and an operating system are
restarted, no copying process is performed in another
memory unit etc. although a memory dump is large, there-
by enabling the select and the operating system to be
quickly restarted. Thus, a task stop time may be shorter.
[0242] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the second embodiment, an error caused by
both of a hypervisor and a domain may be effectively
analyzed by dumping memory of the hypervisor and the
kernel.

(Third embodiment)

[0243] In the third embodiment, an error is detected in
the operating system, and a memory dump of the kernel
is extracted.
[0244] Described below is the case in which a memory
dump of the kernel of the OS 401-1 is generated.
[0245] FIG. 17 is a flowchart of the memory dump gen-
erating process according to the third embodiment.
[0246] First, the memory management unit 402-1 as-
signs the memory used by the kernel from the smallest
(or largest) real address (RA) in the memory 203-1 when
the OS 401-1 is started. Thus, the memory area (dump
target area) used by the kernel is made the smallest pos-
sible. In addition, the mapping information extracting and
storing unit 406-1 writes the information required to ex-
tract/analyze the dump of the memory used by the kernel
(for example, the mapping information about each seg-
ment such as the text area, the data area, the heap area,
the stack area, etc. of the kernel (logical address, physical
address, size, etc.), the mapping information about an
address conversion table, a page table, various control
tables) to the mapping information storage area 407-1.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the logical domains 201-1
through 201-3 and the OS 401-1 through 401-3 are start-
ed and enter the operation state, and the logical domains
201-4 and the OS 401-4 are not started.
[0247] In step S701, a fatal error occurs in the OS
401-1.
[0248] In step S702, the OS 401-1 detects the fatal
error.
[0249] In step S703, the panic handling unit 414-1 han-
dles the panic (emergency shut down) of the OS 401-1.
[0250] In step S704, the kernel dump target area noti-
fying unit 415-1 notifies the hypervisor 351 of the infor-
mation (kernel dump target area information) about the
memory area (kernel dump target area) used by the ker-
nel of the OS 401-1 at the emergency shut down (panic) .
Furthermore, the kernel dump flag notifying unit 421-1
notifies the hypervisor 351 of the kernel dump flag.
[0251] In step S705, the kernel dump target area infor-
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mation/kernel dump flag storing unit 366 stores the re-
ceived kernel dump target area information and kernel
dump flag in the kernel dump target area information/ker-
nel dump flag storage area 367.
[0252] In step S706, the memory initializing unit 372
initializes the memory areas other than the area indicated
by the kernel dump target area information. That is, the
memory initializing unit 372 does not perform the initial-
izing process (that is, does not update data) on the mem-
ory area used by the kernel of the OS 401-1 at the panic.
Thus, the data of the memory area used by the kernel of
the OS 401-1 at the panic remains as is.
[0253] In step S707, the PA-RA mapping unit 368, the
OS restart instruction unit 358, and the dump dedicated
domain starting unit 365 check the value of the kernel
dump flag. The process is performed depending on the
value of the kernel dump flag. For example, the PA-RA
mapping unit 368 assigns the PA of the memory used by
the kernel of the OS 401-1 through 401-3 at the occur-
rence of the panic to the RA of the dump domain 204-4
when the kernel dump flag is "1 indicating that the dump
is extracted in the dump domain".
[0254] The processes in steps S708 and S709 through
712 are separately performed in parallel.
[0255] However, when the kernel dump flag is "1 indi-
cating that the dump is extracted in the dump domain",
step S712 is not performed. When the kernel dump flag
is "2 indicating that the dump is extracted using the mem-
ory dynamic reconfiguration function", step S708 is not
performed.
[0256] In step S708, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed in the dump domain.
Since the process in step S708 is similar to that in step
S621 in FIG. 9B, the description is omitted here.
[0257] In step S709, the PA-RA mapping unit 368
changes the mapping between the physical address (PA)
and the real address (RA) of the domain 201-1 in the
panic as described in 1) and 2) below. Thus, the data of
the memory area used the kernel of the OS 401-1 at the
panic is not overwritten although the OS 401-1 is restart-
ed.

1) The physical address of the memory used by the
kernel at the occurrence of the panic is not to be
assigned to the real address of the domain to be
restarted, and
2) The change of the memory size available in the
domain is to be suppressed before and after the re-
start.

[0258] However, when the physical memory assigna-
ble to the domain to be restarted is smaller than a spec-
ified value, 1) above is prioritized.
[0259] In step S710, the OS restart instruction unit 358
directs the domain 201-1 to restart the OS 401-1 to make
a restart. The OS restart instruction unit 358 includes the
memory dump generating process of the kernel using
the memory DR function in the restart direction when the

kernel dump flag is "2 indicating that the dump is extract-
ed using the memory dynamic reconfiguration function".
The OS starting unit 409-1 restarts the OS 401-1 without
writing the dump of the memory used by the kernel.
[0260] In step S711, the OS 401-1 resumes the task.
[0261] In step S712, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed. Since the process in
step S712 is similar to that in step S624 described above,
the description is omitted here.
[0262] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the third embodiment, when an error is detect-
ed and an operating system is put into emergency shut
down (panic), no copying process is performed to another
memory unit etc. although the memory dump is large in
size, thereby enabling the operating system to be quickly
restarted. Thus, the task may be stopped in a shorter
time.

(Fourth embodiment)

[0263] In the fourth embodiment, an error is detected
in the operating system, and a memory dump of the ker-
nel is extracted, and the memory dump of the hypervisor
being operated is extracted (referred to as a live dump
of a hypervisor).
[0264] Described below is the case in which a memory
dump of the kernel of the OS 401-1 is generated.
[0265] FIGS. 18A and 18B are flowcharts of the mem-
ory dump generating process according to the fourth em-
bodiment.
[0266] Since steps S801 through S811 are similar to
steps S701 through S711 in FIG. 17, the detailed de-
scription is omitted here.
[0267] Steps S812 and S813 are performed in parallel.
[0268] In step S812, the memory dump generating
process of the kernel is performed. Since the process in
step S812 is similar to the process in step S625, the de-
tailed description is omitted here.
[0269] In step S813, the memory dump generating
process of the hypervisor 351 being operated is per-
formed in the control domain 204-1.
[0270] The memory dump generating process of the
hypervisor 351 being operated is described below in de-
tail.
[0271] FIG. 19 is a flowchart of the memory dump gen-
erating process of the hypervisor which is being operat-
ed.
[0272] FIG. 19 corresponds to step S813 in FIG. 18B.
[0273] In the fourth embodiment, for example, the data
structure of the HV dump flag may be changed into: 0
indicating no extraction; 1 indicating the HV dump in an
abnormal condition; and 2 indicating the HV live dump.
The HV memory dump judgment unit 408-1 judges that
the live dump of the HV is not extracted when the HV
dump flag is 0 or 1, and judges that the live dump of the
HV is extracted.
[0274] In step S831, the HV memory dump judgment
unit 408-1 requests the hypervisor 351 to transmit the
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HV dump flag.
[0275] In step S832, upon receipt of the request, the
HV memory dump flag read and transmission unit 359
reads the HV dump flag from the HV dump target area
information/HV dump flag storage area 356, and trans-
mits it to the OS 401-1.
[0276] In step S833, the HV memory dump judgment
unit 408-1 judges, based on the received HV dump flag,
whether or not the live dump of the hypervisor 351 being
operated is to be extracted. If it is judged that the live
dump of the hypervisor 351 being operated is to be ex-
tracted, control is passed to step S834. If it is judged that
the dump is not to be extracted, process terminates.
[0277] In step S834, the calling unit 410-1 of the HV
dump target area reading unit calls the HV dump target
area reading unit 360.
[0278] In step S835, the HV dump target area reading
unit 360 reads the memory area being used by the hy-
pervisor 351, and transmits the read memory contents
to the disc 204-1.
[0279] In step S836, the HV dump unit 412-1 receives
the memory contents, writes the received memory con-
tents to a file, and generates a dump file of the hypervisor.
[0280] As described above, in the memory dump gen-
erating process of the hypervisor being operated, the da-
ta of the memory area used by the hypervisor is read
without stopping or restarting the hypervisor, and the data
is written as a dump file of the hypervisor to a file.
[0281] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the fourth embodiment, when an error is de-
tected and an operating system is restarted, no copying
process is performed to another memory unit etc. al-
though the memory dump is large in size, thereby ena-
bling the operating system to be quickly restarted. Thus,
the task may be stopped in a shorter time.
[0282] In the memory dump generating process ac-
cording to the fourth embodiment, an error caused by
both of a hypervisor and a domain may be effectively
analyzed by dumping memory of the hypervisor and the
kernel.
[0283] A plurality of embodiments have been de-
scribed above, but the embodiments of the present in-
vention are not limited to a device and a method. That
is, they may be configured as a program and a computer-
readable recording medium which stores the program.
The recording medium may be, for example, a flexible
disk (FD), a hard disk deive, an optical disk, a magneto
optical disk, CD-ROM, CD-R, DVD-ROM, DVD-RAM, a
magnetic tape, a non-volatile memory card, etc.
[0284] For example, the program according to the em-
bodiments of the present invention is read from the re-
cording medium which stores the program, and stored in
the memory 13 or 23, or non-volatile memory 14. The
CPU 12 or 22 reads the program from the non-volatile
memory 14 and executes the program, thereby perform-
ing various processes according to the embodiments
above.
[0285] For example, the number of logical domains is

not limited to four, but may be an arbitrary number.

Claims

1. An information processing device (10), comprising:

a memory (13);
a processing unit (12) which operates a virtual
machine, an operating system which is execut-
ed on the virtual machine, and a hypervisor
which controls the virtual machine, and controls
relationship between the virtual machine and a
physical resource being allocated to the virtual
machine; and
a control unit (21) which controls the information
processing device (10) including the memory
and the processing unit (12), wherein the
processing unit(12)
manages first information specifying a first
memory area used by the hypervisor;
pauses the operating system when detecting an
error of the hypervisor;
notifies the control unit (21) of the first informa-
tion;
stops the hypervisor;
allocates a second memory area different from
the first memory area specified in the first infor-
mation to the hypervisor;
starts the hypervisor using the second memory
area as an available area;
starts the operating system, and resumes an ap-
plication program which is operated on the op-
erating system; and
reads data in the first memory area, and writes
the data to a file as a dump file of the hypervisor.

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein
the processing unit(12) further

changes a memory area used by the operating
system which stops after starting the hypervisor
using the second memory area as an available
area into a fourth memory area different from a
third memory area used by a kernel of the op-
erating system;
starts the stopped operating system using the
fourth memory area as an available area; and
reads data of the third memory area and writes
the data to a file as a dump file of the operating
system.

3. The device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the processing unit(12) notifies the control unit of (21)
the first memory area as a dump target area when
detecting an error of the hypervisor.

4. The device according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein:
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after stopping the hypervisor, a memory area
used by the hypervisor is changed into the sec-
ond memory area while holding the contents on
the first memory area, and
after initializing at latest the second memory ar-
ea, the hypervisor is started.

5. The device according to any of claims 1 to 4, further
comprising

flag information indicating whether or not an ar-
ea used by the hypervisor is to be dumped,
wherein
when the flag information indicates that the area
used by the hypervisor is to be duped, the data
of the first memory area is read, and the data is
written to a file as a dump file of the hypervisor.

6. The device according to claim 5, wherein
another virtual machine is further operated to read
data of the first memory area according to the flag
information, and write the data to a file as a dump
file of the hypervisor.

7. The device according to claim 6, wherein
after writing the data to a file as a dump file of the
hypervisor, the flag information is initialized.

8. The device according to any of claims 1 to 7, wherein
after writing the data to a file as a dump file of the
hypervisor, the first memory area is released as a
resource.

9. A memory dump method adopted by an information
processing device (10) including a memory, a
processing unit (12) which operates a virtual ma-
chine, an operating system which is executed on the
virtual machine, and a hypervisor which controls the
virtual machine, and controls relationship between
the virtual machine and a physical resource being
allocated to the virtual machine, and a control unit
which controls the information processing device
(10) including the memory and the processing unit
(12), the method comprising:

managing first information specifying a first
memory area used by the hypervisor;
pausing the operating system when detecting
an error of the hypervisor;
notifying the control unit of the first information;
stopping the hypervisor;
allocating a second memory area different from
the first memory area specified in the first infor-
mation to the hypervisor;
starting the hypervisor using the second mem-
ory area as an available area;
starting the operating system, and resuming an
application program which is operated on the

operating system; and
reading data in the first memory area, and writing
the data to a file as a dump file of the hypervisor.

10. A non-transitory computer-readable recording me-
dium which stores a memory dump program used to
direct a computer including memory, a processing
unit (12) which operates a virtual machine, an oper-
ating system which is executed on the virtual ma-
chine, and a hypervisor which controls the virtual ma-
chine, and controls relationship between the virtual
machine and a physical resource being allocated to
the virtual machine, and a control unit which controls
the computer including the memory and the process-
ing unit (12) to perform a process, the process com-
prising:

managing first information specifying a first
memory area used by the hypervisor;
pausing the operating system when detecting
an error of the hypervisor;
notifying the control unit of the first information;
stopping the hypervisor;
allocating a second memory area different from
the first memory area specified in the first infor-
mation to the hypervisor;
starting the hypervisor using the second mem-
ory area as an available area;
starting the operating system, and resuming an
application program which is operated on the
operating system; and
reading data in the first memory area, and writing
the data to a file as a dump file of the hypervisor.

Patentansprüche

1. Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (10), umfas-
send:

einen Speicher (13);
eine Verarbeitungseinheit (12), die eine virtuelle
Maschine betreibt, ein Betriebssystem, das auf
der virtuellen Maschine ausgeführt wird, und ei-
nen Hypervisor, der die virtuelle Maschine steu-
ert und eine Beziehung zwischen der virtuellen
Maschine und einer physischen Ressource
steuert, die der virtuellen Maschine zugewiesen
wird; und
eine Steuereinheit (21), welche die Informati-
onsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (10)
einschließlich des Speichers und der Verarbei-
tungseinheit (12) steuert, wobei die Verarbei-
tungseinheit (12)
erste Informationen verwaltet, die einen ersten
Speicherbereich, der von dem Hypervisor ver-
wendet wird, spezifizieren;
das Betriebssystem anhält, wenn ein Fehler des
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Hypervisors erkannt wird;
die Steuereinheit (21) über die ersten Informa-
tionen informiert;
den Hypervisor stoppt;
dem Hypervisor einen zweiten Speicherbereich
zuweist, der sich von dem ersten Speicherbe-
reich, der in den ersten Informationen spezifi-
ziert ist, unterscheidet;
den Hypervisor unter Verwendung des zweiten
Speicherbereichs als einen verfügbaren Be-
reich startet;
das Betriebssystem startet und ein Anwen-
dungsprogramm fortsetzt, das auf dem Be-
triebssystem betrieben wird; und
Daten im ersten Speicherbereich liest und die
Daten in eine Datei als eine Speicherauszugs-
datei des Hypervisors schreibt.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Verarbeitungseinheit (12) weiter

einen Speicherbereich, der von dem Betriebs-
system, das nach Starten des Hypervisors unter
Verwendung des zweiten Speicherbereichs
stoppt, als einen verfügbaren Bereich verwen-
det wird, in einen vierten Speicherbereich än-
dert, der sich von einem dritten Speicherbereich
unterscheidet, der von einem Kern des Betriebs-
systems verwendet wird;
das gestoppte Betriebssystem unter Verwen-
dung des vierten Speicherbereichs als einen
verfügbaren Bereich startet; und
Daten des dritten Speicherbereichs liest und die
Daten in eine Datei als eine Speicherauszugs-
datei des Betriebssystems schreibt.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
die Verarbeitungseinheit (12) die Steuereinheit (21)
über den ersten Speicherbereich als ein Speicher-
auszugszielbereich informiert, wenn ein Fehler des
Hypervisors erfasst wird.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

nach Stoppen des Hypervisors ein Speicherbe-
reich, der von dem Hypervisor verwendet wird,
in den zweiten Speicherbereich geändert wird,
während die Inhalte im ersten Speicherbereich
gehalten werden, und
nach Initialisieren spätestens des zweiten
Speicherbereichs der Hypervisor gestartet wird.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wei-
ter umfassend:

Flag-Informationen, die angeben, ob ein Be-
reich, der durch den Hypervisor verwendet wird,
ausgezogen werden soll oder nicht, wobei

wenn die Flag-Informationen anzeigen, dass
der Bereich, der durch den Hypervisor verwen-
det wird, ausgezogen werden soll, die Daten des
ersten Speicherbereichs gelesen werden und
die Daten in eine Datei als eine Speicheraus-
zugsdatei des Hypervisors geschrieben wer-
den.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei
eine weitere virtuelle Maschine weiter betrieben
wird, um Daten des ersten Speicherbereichs gemäß
den Flag-Informationen zu lesen und die Daten in
eine Datei als eine Speicherauszugsdatei des Hy-
pervisors zu schreiben.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch6, wobei
nach Schreiben der Daten in eine Datei als eine Spei-
cherauszugsdatei des Hypervisors die Flag-Infor-
mationen initialisiert werden.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wo-
bei
nach Schreiben der Daten in eine Datei als eine Spei-
cherauszugsdatei des Hypervisors der erste
Speicherbereich als eine Ressource freigegeben
wird.

9. Speicherauszugsverfahren, das von einer Informa-
tionsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (10) übernommen
wird, einschließend einen Speicher, eine Verarbei-
tungseinheit (12), die eine virtuelle Maschine be-
treibt, ein Betriebssystem, das auf der virtuellen Ma-
schine ausgeführt wird, und einen Hypervisor, der
die virtuelle Maschine steuert, und eine Beziehung
zwischen der virtuellen Maschine und einer physi-
schen Ressource, die der virtuellen Maschine zuge-
wiesen wird, steuert, und eine Steuereinheit, welche
die Informationsverarbeitungsvorrichtung (10) ein-
schließlich des Speichers und der Verarbeitungsein-
heit (12) steuert, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

Verwalten erster Informationen, die einen ersten
Speicherbereich spezifizieren, der durch den
Hypervisor verwendet wird;
Anhalten des Betriebssystems, wenn ein Fehler
des Hypervisors erfasst wird;
Informieren der Steuereinheit über die ersten In-
formationen;
Stoppen des Hypervisors;
Zuweisen eines zweiten Speicherbereichs, der
sich von dem ersten Speicherbereich, der in den
ersten Informationen spezifiziert ist, unterschei-
det, an den Hypervisor;
Starten des Hypervisors unter Verwendung des
zweiten Speicherbereichs als einen verfügba-
ren Bereich;
Starten des Betriebssystems und Fortsetzen ei-
nes Anwendungsprogramms, das auf dem Be-
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triebssystem ausgeführt wird; und
Lesen der Daten im ersten Speicherbereich und
Schreiben der Daten in eine Datei als eine Spei-
cherauszugsdatei des Hypervisors.

10. Nichtflüchtiges computerlesbares Aufzeichnungs-
medium, das ein Speicherauszugsprogramm spei-
chert, das zum Leiten eines Computers verwendet
wird, einschließend einen Speicher, eine Verarbei-
tungseinheit (12), die eine virtuelle Maschine be-
treibt, ein Betriebssystem, das auf der virtuellen Ma-
schine ausgeführt wird, und einen Hypervisor, der
die virtuelle Maschine steuert, und eine Beziehung
zwischen der virtuellen Maschine und einer physi-
schen Ressource, die der virtuellen Maschine zuge-
wiesen wird, steuert, und eine Steuereinheit, die den
Computer einschließlich des Speichers und der Ver-
arbeitungseinheit (12) zum Durchführen eines Pro-
zesses steuert, wobei der Prozess umfasst:

Verwalten erster Informationen, die einen ersten
Speicherbereich spezifizieren, der durch den
Hypervisor verwendet wird;
Anhalten des Betriebssystems, wenn ein Fehler
des Hypervisors erfasst wird;
Informieren der Steuereinheit über die ersten In-
formationen;
Stoppen des Hypervisors;
Zuweisen eines zweiten Speicherbereichs, der
sich von dem ersten Speicherbereich, der in den
ersten Informationen spezifiziert ist, unterschei-
det, an den Hypervisor;
Starten des Hypervisors unter Verwendung des
zweiten Speicherbereichs als einen verfügba-
ren Bereich;
Starten des Betriebssystems und Fortsetzen ei-
nes Anwendungsprogramms, das auf dem Be-
triebssystem ausgeführt wird; und
Lesen der Daten im ersten Speicherbereich und
Schreiben der Daten in eine Datei als eine Spei-
cherauszugsdatei des Hypervisors.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de traitement d’informations (10),
comprenant :

une mémoire (13) ;
une unité de traitement (12) qui exploite une ma-
chine virtuelle, un système d’exploitation qui est
exécuté sur la machine virtuelle, et un hypervi-
seur qui commande la machine virtuelle, et com-
mande une relation entre la machine virtuelle et
une ressource physique allouée à la machine
virtuelle ; et
une unité de commande (21) qui commande le
dispositif de traitement d’informations (10) in-

cluant la mémoire et l’unité de traitement (12),
dans lequel l’unité de traitement (12)
gère des premières informations spécifiant une
première zone de mémoire utilisée par le
hyperviseur ;
met en pause le système d’exploitation au mo-
ment de la détection d’une erreur du
hyperviseur ;
notifie à l’unité de commande (21) les premières
informations ;
arrête le hyperviseur ;
alloue une deuxième zone de mémoire différen-
te de la première zone de mémoire spécifiée
dans les premières informations au
hyperviseur ;
démarre le hyperviseur en utilisant la deuxième
zone de mémoire en tant que zone disponible ;
démarre le système d’exploitation et reprend un
programme d’application qui est exploité sur le
système d’exploitation ; et
lit des données dans la première zone de mé-
moire et écrit les données dans un fichier en tant
que fichier de vidage du hyperviseur.

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
l’unité de traitement (12) en outre
change une zone de mémoire utilisée par le système
d’exploitation qui s’arrête après avoir démarré le hy-
perviseur en utilisant la deuxième zone de mémoire
en tant que zone disponible dans une quatrième zo-
ne de mémoire différente d’une troisième zone de
mémoire utilisée par un noyau du système
d’exploitation ;
démarre le système d’exploitation arrêté en utilisant
la quatrième zone de mémoire en tant que zone
disponible ; et
lit des données de la troisième zone de mémoire et
écrit les données dans un fichier en tant que fichier
de vidage du système d’exploitation.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
l’unité de traitement (12) notifie à l’unité de comman-
de (21) de la première zone de mémoire en tant que
zone cible de vidage au moment de la détection
d’une erreur du hyperviseur.

4. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, dans lequel
après l’arrêt du hyperviseur, une zone de mémoire
utilisée par le hyperviseur est changée en la deuxiè-
me zone de mémoire tout en conservant le contenu
de la première zone de mémoire, et
après l’initialisation au plus tard de la deuxième zone
de mémoire, le hyperviseur est démarré.

5. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, comprenant en outre
des informations de drapeau indiquant si oui ou non
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une zone utilisée par le hyperviseur est à vider, dans
lequel
lorsque les informations de drapeau indiquent que
la zone utilisée par le hyperviseur est à vider, les
données de la première zone de mémoire sont lues,
et les données sont écrites dans un fichier en tant
que fichier de vidage du hyperviseur.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
une autre machine virtuelle est en outre exploitée
pour lire des données de la première zone de mé-
moire selon les informations de drapeau, et écrire
les données dans un fichier en tant que fichier de
vidage du hyperviseur.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
après l’écriture des données dans un fichier en tant
que fichier de vidage du hyperviseur, les informa-
tions de drapeau sont initialisées.

8. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 7, dans lequel
après l’écriture des données dans un fichier en tant
que fichier de vidage du hyperviseur, la première
zone de mémoire est libérée en tant que ressource.

9. Procédé de vidage de mémoire adopté par un dis-
positif de traitement d’informations (10) incluant une
mémoire, une unité de traitement (12) qui exploite
une machine virtuelle, un système d’exploitation qui
est exécuté sur la machine virtuelle, et un hypervi-
seur qui commande la machine virtuelle, et comman-
de une relation entre la machine virtuelle et une res-
source physique allouée à la machine virtuelle, et
une unité de commande qui commande le dispositif
de traitement d’informations (10) incluant la mémoire
et l’unité de traitement (12), le procédé comprenant :

la gestion des premières informations spécifiant
une première zone de mémoire utilisée par le
hyperviseur ;
la mise en pause du système d’exploitation au
moment de la détection d’une erreur du
hyperviseur ;
la notification à l’unité de commande des pre-
mières informations ;
l’arrêt du hyperviseur ;
l’allocation d’une deuxième zone de mémoire
différente de la première zone de mémoire spé-
cifiée dans les premières informations au
hyperviseur ;
le démarrage du hyperviseur en utilisant la
deuxième zone de mémoire en tant que zone
disponible ;
le démarrage du système d’exploitation, et la
reprise d’un programme d’application qui est ex-
ploité sur le système d’exploitation ; et
la lecture de données dans la première zone de

mémoire, et l’écriture des données dans un fi-
chier en tant que fichier de vidage du hypervi-
seur.

10. Support d’enregistrement non transitoire lisible sur
ordinateur qui stocke un programme de vidage de
mémoire utilisé pour diriger un ordinateur incluant
une mémoire, une unité de traitement (12) qui ex-
ploite une machine virtuelle, un système d’exploita-
tion qui est exécuté sur la machine virtuelle, et un
hyperviseur qui commande la machine virtuelle, et
commande une relation entre la machine virtuelle et
une ressource physique allouée à la machine virtuel-
le, et une unité de commande qui commande l’ordi-
nateur incluant la mémoire et l’unité de traitement
(12) pour réaliser un processus, le processus
comprenant :

la gestion de premières informations spécifiant
une première zone de mémoire utilisée par le
hyperviseur ;
la mise en pause du système d’exploitation au
moment de la détection d’une erreur du
hyperviseur ;
la notification à l’unité de commande des pre-
mières informations ;
l’arrêt du hyperviseur ;
l’allocation d’une deuxième zone de mémoire
différente de la première zone de mémoire spé-
cifiée dans les premières informations au
hyperviseur ;
le démarrage du hyperviseur en utilisant la
deuxième zone de mémoire en tant que zone
disponible ;
le démarrage du système d’exploitation, et la
reprise d’un programme d’application qui est ex-
ploité sur le système d’exploitation ; et
la lecture de données dans la première zone de
mémoire, et l’écriture des données dans un fi-
chier en tant que fichier de vidage du hypervi-
seur.
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